


CARE MAX AIR HAND Suggested Code L-3807

The new Care Max Air Hand is the fi rst in a new line of Care Max Products. 
The Care Max Air  hand provides support and treatment of wrist/hand contractures 
while simultaneously treating moderate to severely contracted fi ngers with prolonged 
low load stretch.

The Care Max Air Hand has color-coded straps for ease-of use and the thickly 
padded covers are comfortable for the patient, increasing patient compliance. 

The Care Max Air Hand is totally bendable and requires NO heat gun or tools. 

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric. Our products are 
LATEX FREE and have no chemical additives that may cause skins reactions

Components:
 - One-piece liner for hand frame - Detachable fi nger separators - One-piece cover for air bladder
 - Laundry bag & fi tting instructions - Air bladder and air pump

CARE MAX AIR    

The Care Max Air bladder may be used independent 
of the hand frame providing prolonged low load stretch  
for moderate to severely contracted fi ngers when there are no contracture issues with the hand or wrist. 
Care Max Air bladder may be purchased separately

EASY CARE HAND Suggested Code L-3807

This light-weight Easy Care WHFO, without joints, is designed for progressive 
treatment/correction of the moderately to severely contracted MPs, PIPs and 
DIPs by use of the three (3) graduated rolls (S M L) and it is useful in the 
treatment  of palmar maceration. The “C” bar confi guration helps with the more 
severely contracted fi ngers. The Easy Care Hand may be initially used without the foams rolls; adding 
the foams rolls as patient progresses.

The Easy Care Hand has color-coded straps for ease-of use and the thickly padded covers are 
comfortable for the patient, increasing patient compliance. 

The Easy Care Hand is very comfortable for the patient, is totally bendable and requires NO heat gun or tools. 

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric. Our products are LATEX FREE and have no chemical additives 
that may cause skins reactions.

Components:
- One-piece liner - Laundry bag 
- 3 graduated rolls - Fitting instructions
- Detachable fi nger separators 

EASY T-GRIP Suggested Code L-3807

The Easy T-Grip is a light-weight WHFO without joints.This splint is designed for treatment and/or correction of the 
moderate to severely contract wrist, hand fi ngers. The “T” bar design is optimal in treating palmar maceration. 
The three (3) foam rolls provide progressive low load serial splinting. The wide base on 
the platform of the Easy T-Grip helps to cradle the patient’s wrist. 

The Easy T-Grip may be initially used  without the foam rolls; adding the foam rolls 
as patient progresses.

The Easy T-Grip has color-coded straps for ease-of use and the thickly padded covers 
are comfortable for the patient, increasing patient compliance. The Easy T-Grip is totally 
bendable and requires NO heat gun or tools. 

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric. Our products are LATEX FREE and have 
no chemical additives that may cause skins reactions.

One size fi ts most                         Specify Left or Right

Sizing       (measured from wrist crease to elbow crease)
Small  8” or less  (L/R)
Medium 8” to 9.5”  (L/R
Large 9.5” or greater  (L/R)

One size fi ts most.
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CARE RESTING HAND Suggested Code  L-3807 

The Care Resting Hand is an adjustable wrist, hand, fi nger orthosis 
designed for treatment and/or correction of wrist, hand and fi nger contractures. 
The Care Resting Hand is also appropriate for treating wrist-drop and the 
ulnar and radial tabs prevent and/or treat deviation.

The Care Resting Hand has three (3) color-coded straps for ease-of use 
and the thickly padded covers are comfortable for the patient, increasing patient compliance. 

The Care Resting Hand is totally bendable and requires NO heat gun or tools. 

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric. Our products are LATEX FREE and have no chemical additives 
that may cause skins reactions

Components
-One-piece liner 
-Detachable fi nger separators
- Laundry bag
- Fitting instructions

CARE LITE HAND Suggested Code L-3807 

The fully adjustable, deviating Care Lite Hand provides progressive, static 
positioning for the treatment of the mildly to severely contracted wrist, 
fi ngers and thumb. Uniquely designed thumb abductor allows for optimal 
positioning. The Care Lite Hand provides a custom fi t for even the most 
diffi cult thumb abduction contractures and joint deformities.

Simply bend-to-fi t for progressive, static positioning;  re-bend as needed to slowly progress fi ngers and/or wrist to correc-
tion. Bend thumb abductor as needed to bring thumb into correct positioning.

The Care Lite Hand has four (4) color-coded straps for ease-of use and the thickly padded covers are comfortable for 
the patient, increasing patient compliance. 

The Care Lite Hand is totally bendable and requires NO heat gun or tools. 

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric. Our products are LATEX FREE and have no chemical additives 
that may cause skins reactions

Components
- One-piece liner
- Detachable fi nger separators
- Laundry bag
- Fitting instructions
   

CARE FLEX Suggested Code L-3807

The uniquely designed Care Flex exclusive new smart straps eliminate the need 
for color coding and numbering straps. All of the guess work and confusion for 
caregivers has been eliminated with the addition of fingers and forearm labels on 
the straps indicating hand placement on the splint. Anatomically designed to follow the 
contour of the forearm, wrist and fingers. Stream lined eliminating bulk without sacrificing comfort. 
Well padded with a soft moisture wicking fabric weighing less than 3.5 oz. Easy to bend to treat/correct 
ulnar/radial deviation along with contractures of the wrist and or fingers. A custom fit is easily achieved with 
this fully malleable splint. Left or right hand specific.

Sizing MP Width Wrist crease to tip of longest fi ner
X.Small Up to 2.5”      Up to 4” (3 straps)
Small Up to 3.5”      Up to 6.5” (3 straps)
Medium Up to 4.5”      Up to 7.5” (3 straps)
Large Up to 5.5”      Up to 9.5”  (4 straps)

All other sizes are custom and may ship same or next day. A 4th strap may 
be added to any splint upon request at no additional charge.

Sizing  MP Width Wrist Crease to tip of longest fi nger 
Small  Up to 3.5” Up to 6 3/4”
Medium  Up to 5”  Up to 7 3/4”
Large  Up to 5.5” Up to 9.5”
All other sizes are custom and will ship same or next day 

Sizing MP Width Wrist Crease to tip of longest fi nger 
Small  Up to 3.5” Up to 6.5”
Universal Up to 5” Up to 9”
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Ranger Elbow Suggested Code L-3760  

The Ranger Elbow orthosis has adjustable position locking joints, ideal for elbow contractures to 
support, protect and correctly position the elbow joint in maintaining gains achieved during 
ROM therapy and preserving existing Range of Motion (ROM). Patented joints adjust in 10 degree 
increments to provide conservative stretch therapy. (CST)

The bilateral hinges also assist in opening the antecubictal area, aiding in the prevention and 
treatment of skin breakdown and microbial growth; allows for daily hygiene, clinical inspection 
and air circulation. Easiest to set hinge on the market

Cuffs and Elbow pads are available in moisture-wicking inner liner or fl eece lining.
(Graphite) LATEX FREE and no chemical additives.

All metal bars and hinges are fully covered, leaving no exposed metal, and 
provides extreme comfort for the patient. 

Components:
- Upper & lower cuffs  - Double upright patented hinges
- fully padded - Hinge covers 
- Elbow pad - fully padded - Laundry bag & fi tting instructions

Sizing for upper & lower cuffs (specify for each)
Small 6” to 8”
Medium 8” to 10”
Large 10” to 12”
X-Large 12” to 14”
XX-Large 14” to 16”
One-piece liner available (see sizing chart below)
(All other sizes are custom and may be shipped same or next day - no additional charge.) 

RANGER ELBOW with Air Start Suggested Code L-3760

The Ranger Elbow with Air Start provides all the benefi ts of the Ranger Elbow; however it comes in a one-piece liner 
(with or without fl eece lining) and an air bladder (w/cover).

The Ranger Elbow with Air Start provides gentle low load prolonged stretch on shortened tissue 
to help prevent lost Range of Motion.  When the air bladder is defl ated, 
the device may be easily positioned into tight joint spaces. 
Once properly positioned, the air bladder is infl ated in 
small increments to provide a gentle low load prolonged 
stretch, making it appropriate for treatment of moderate
to severe joint contractures.

 Sizing:     Upper     Lower
 Small   8.5” - 10.5”      6” - 8.5”
 Medium 10.5” - 12.5”   8.5” - 10.5”
 Large 12.5” - 14.5” 10.5” - 12.5”
 X-Large 14.5” - 16.5” 12.5” - 14.5”
 (All other sizes are custom and may be shipped same or next day - no additional charge.)
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CARE REST ELBOW Suggested Code L-3760

The Care Rest Elbow is extremely light-weight, designed to provide progressive treatment and/or
correction of elbow fl exion contractures and for treatment after surgery or injury and for patients 
with fl exor tone. A great alternative to serial  casting.  (Light to medium duty)

The Care Rest Elbow has a single upright joint with adjustable fully padded cuffs. 
The Care Rest Elbow  is easy to adjust - simply turn the knob to loosen and disengage 
the “teeth”, rotate to desired setting at 10 degree increments, and tighten the knob, 
making sure the “teeth” are fully and completely  tightened. 
(NO TOOLS NEEDED AND NONE TO LOSE.)    

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric and may be 
fl eeced-lined, upon request. Our products are LATEX FREE and 
have no chemical additives that may cause skins reactions. 

Components     Sizing
- One piece fully padded cover   One size fi ts most  
- Elbow pad      
- Laundry bag & fi tting instructions    

CARE BENDABLE ELBOW

This easy-to-use bendable orthosis is used for gradual extension of non-fi xed contractures. 
This orthosis is great as a resting splint, stabilizing, or for wound care positioning. The Care Bendable 
Elbow is often used to treat mild contractures where space is limited.

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric, one-piece liner with a 3-strap closing system. 
Separate elbow pad included. (Liner may be fl eeced-lined, upon request. No additional charge)
Our products are LATEX FREE and have no chemical additives that may cause skin reactions. 
Bend to fi t - no tools needed.

Components 
- One piece fully padded cover 
- Elbow pad      
- Laundry bag & fi tting instructions

Sizing - One size fi ts most
Upper 10” - 14”    Lower 8” - 12”
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RANGER “E-Z” KNEE  Suggested Code L1831
Patent Pending

The Ranger E-Z Knee is the “easiest-to-set” static lock hinge on the market.   

The Ranger E-Z Knee has a double upright metal hinged knee brace designed 
to provide progressive treatment and correction of knee fl exion contractures 
in “non-ambulatory” patients. 

To use the Ranger E-Z Knee, simply slide black button to unlock position to allow 
for free range of motion. When desired degree is reached, slide button back to 
locked position for “quick setting” static locking position. In “un-locked” position, it is 
not necessary to remove splint from patient during physical therapy.  When fully dressed, 
including patella pad, this splint only weighs 15 ounces. 

As with our Ranger Knee (Patent #6,080,122), the Ranger E-Z Knee  is:
- Available in graphite (grey) moisture-wicking fabric or fl eece-lined cuffs;
- Length of orthosis is 14”. Can be customized with longer stays or as short as 10” length;
- Fully covered uprights leave NO exposed metal;
- The brace does not have to be removed from patient to “set” hinge;
- Large variety of cuff sizes for correct sizing; eliminating the need for customization. However, with our own “in-house” 
sewing division, we can customize sizing of cuffs as small or as large as necessary to meet any and all patient sizes;  
- Sizing guidelines for cuffs are the same as for the Ranger Knee;
- All Ranger E-Z Knee braces include patella pads and laundry bags.

May be shortened for use as an elbow.

(Similar in appearance to “Ranger Knee”)    Non-ambulatory. 

RANGER KNEE Suggested Code L1832, L1831
Patent # 6,080,122 

Easiest-to-set hinge on the market. No tools needed and splint does not have to be removed to set.

Knee orthosis with adjustable knee joints and positional rigid support.  The Ranger Knee 
is designed to provide progressive treatment and/or correction of mild to severe knee 
fl exion contractures. The patented joint allows for simple adjustment in 10-degree 
increments to increase joint space. Fleece-lined patella pad included for 3-point 
pressure for effective treatment. 

Length of knee splint is 14” in length. Can be customized with longer stays 
or as short as 10” in  length.

Fully covered uprights leave NO exposed metal. 100% guaranteed against 
defects, with normal use.

SIZING GUIDELINES for upper and lower cuffs:
- available in graphite (grey) moisture-wicking fabric or fl eece-lined cuffs. 

Small 8” to 10” Small + 10” to 12”
Medium 12” to 14” Medium + 14” to 16”
Large 16” to 18” Large + 18” to 20”
X-Large 20” to 22” XX-Large 22” to 25”

All other sizes are custom and available for next day shipping.
Please specify upper and lower cuff size when ordering.
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RANGER AIR KNEE Suggested Code L1847

The Ranger Air Knee, for contracture management, is designed with the patients’ comfort 
and safety in mind. The Ranger Air Knee has a one-piece liner made of moisture-wicking 
material, thoroughly padded throughout and available in the same moisture-wicking fabric 
as the exterior or fl eece-lining. Patella pads are included and may be ordered with or 
without fl eece and either knee-cap style patella or our Ranger Knee patella pad.

The removable air bladders are placed at the posterior aspect of the knee, adding mid to 
moderate support. The use of the air bladders in conjunction with the same easy-to-use 
progressive fl exion/extension control hinges as the Ranger Knee (set in 10-degree
increments) can provide a prolonged low-load static stretch. This brace is ideal for
patients with a mild to severely contracted knee.

**Indicated for patients with rehabilitative potential, who have limited range or motion.

Sizing:               Thigh Measurement      Calf Measurement 
SMALL 12”-15”  8”-11”
MEDIUM   15”-18”  11”-14”
LARGE     18”-21” 14”-17”
X-LARGE    20”-24” 17”-20”

All other sizes are custom and may ship same or next day at no additional cost

Ranger Knees are guaranteed against manufacturer defects for one (1) year.

**Single patient use only

RANGER ONE-PIECE LINER

The Ranger One-Piece liner is available for use with Ranger Knee Hinges and the 
Ranger E-Z Lock Hinges without air bladders. 

This one-piece liner is available with the moisture-wicking graphite (grey) inner liner or 
with the extremely comfortable fl eece lining. Additionally, you may choose between the 
“knee-cap” style patella or the Ranger Knee patella - again, with or without fl eece lining.   

Custom sizing is available at no additional cost. Our products ate LATEX FREE and have 
no chemical additives that may cause skin irritations. 

Sizing:               Thigh Measurement      Calf Measurement 
SMALL 12”-15”  8”-11”
MEDIUM   15”-18”  11”-14”
LARGE     18”-21” 14”-17”
X-LARGE    20”-24” 17”-20”
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CARE REST KNEE Suggested Code L-1831

The Care Rest Knee is extremely light-weight, designed to provide 
progressive treatment and/or correction of knee fl exion contractures 
and for treatment after surgery or injury and for patients with fl exor tone. 
A great alternative to serial casting.  (Light to medium duty)

The Care Rest Knee has a single upright joint with adjustable fully 
padded cuffs. The Care Rest Knee  is easy to adjust - simply turn the 
knob to loosen and disengage the “teeth”, rotate to desired setting at 
10 degree increments, and tighten the knob, making sure the “teeth” are 
fully and completely  tightened. (NO TOOLS NEEDED AND NONE TO LOSE.)    

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric and may be fl eeced-lined, upon request.
Our products are LATEX FREE and have no chemical additives that may cause skins reactions. 

Components
- One piece fully padded cover
- Knee pad  
- Laundry bag & fi tting instructions 

Sizing 
Small/Medium  Upper 10” - 14” Lower 8” - 12”
Medium/Large Upper 16” - 22” Lower 12” - 16”

CARE BENDABLE KNEE

This easy-to-use bendable orthosis is used for gradual extension of 
non-fi xed contractures. This orthosis is great as a resting splint, 
stabilizing, or for wound care positioning. The Care Bendable Knee 
is often used to treat mild contractures where space is limited.

Available in a graphite-colored moisture-wicking fabric, one-piece liner 
with a 3-strap closing system. Separate elbow pad included. 
(Liner may be fl eeced-lined, upon request. No additional charge)

Our products are LATEX FREE and have no chemical additives that may 
cause skin reactions. Bend to fi t - no tools needed.

Components
- One piece fully padded cover 
- Knee pad 
- Laundry bag & fi tting instructions  

Sizing
Upper 16” - 22”    Lower 12” - 16” 
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HIP-THIGH ABDUCTOR 
with Air Assist Included

Suggested Code L-1652

Hip orthosis, bilateral thigh cuffs with adjustable spreader bar. Treats 
tight hip abductors and knee scissoring due to immobility or trauma. 
Allowing for gradual increase in width. Comfortable for the wearer. 

Can be used seated or supine.

*  No tools needed to adjust
 

*  Splint does not have to be removed to adjust
 

*  Fully padded thigh cuffs
 

*  No exposed metal

Sizing Guidelines

Small  12” to 16”
Medium 16” to 20”
Large  20” to 24”

Treats hip and knee contractures all at the same time. All locking joints adjust with the quick 
slide of a button. Easy to use and comfortable for the 
wearer. Joints adjust at 10- degree increments. Ranger 
knees easily slide into the pockets on the hip-abductor.

To attach Ranger Knee to the Hip-Abductor, creating   
a Thigh-Knee system:

Remove upper cuff on Ranger Knee stays, slide stays 
into pockets on the abductor softgoods. One stay outside, 
and one inside under the plastic cuff.

THIGH-KNEE SYSTEM
Suggested Codes L-1652, L-1831, L-1831

*pictured above with air assist attached to cuffs

Use abductor sizing for upper cuff and Ranger Knee sizing for the lower cuff.

*    Optional knee cap control pad available

*    Splint does not have to be removed to adjust

*    Fully padded softgoods
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ALL BOOTS ARE HEAT MOLDABLE “KYDEX”
We can custom-mold boots to your specifi cation.

Inversion or eversion. any degree of drop can be custom molded.

CARE BOOT II 
Suggested Code L-4396

All Care Boot II are designed for systematic treatment of foot drop, 
internal/external hip rotation, and pressure sores due to illness,
trauma, or immobility. The fl oating heel design eliminates pressure 
on the heel, enhancing blood circulation. Also prevents heel decubitus.
(13.5” height from bottom of heel to calf.)

CARE BOOT II 
with Dorsi-Flexion Straps
Suggested Code L-4396

Has all of the benefi ts of the Care Boot II, plus has controlled static 
stretch of the plantar fl exors, treating contractures, spasticity, inversion/eversion,
pressure sores and hip rotation.
(13.5” height from bottom of heel to calf.)

CARE BOOT II 
with Short Back
Suggested Code L-4396

The Care Boot II as a “short back” offers all of the same great features as the 
original Care Boot II, just in a shorter version. Perfect for use with Ranger Knees.
(10” height from bottom of heel to calf.)

BOOT SIZING FOR ALL BOOTS
Calf Circumference Foot Circumference  Size
Up to 10”  Up to 8”     Small
Up to 14”  Up to 10”      Medium
Up to 16”   Up to 12”      Large
Up to 18”   Up to/14”   X Large

Each Care Boot II includes the following:
- Anti-rotation bar is permanently affi xed with a smooth, rounded knob, leaving no exposed screws.
- Toe pad and laundry bag. (Transfer pad upon reguest)
- Available in fl eeced-lined or moisture-wicking foam liner.
When ordering, please specify “fl eece” or “non-fl eece.



Independent Brace, Inc. is a family owned and operated business built on integrity, quality 
and second to none in customer service. We are a true manufacturer of prefabricated orthotic prod-
ucts. All of our products are manufactured and assembled at our facility in Lakeland, Florida, allow-
ing us to proudly display the Made in the U.S.A. label on all of our splints. 

Unlike most of our competitors, we do not have a Medicare billing number. We sell products    
to our customers; we do not compete with them.

Our well padded, fully adjustable braces allow for custom positioning therapist need while offering 
the comfort patients want, allowing us to offer the most custom positioning for any diagnosis. All of 
our fully padded softgoods address the importance of skin integrity, thus      preventing further dis-
comfort to the patient. All of our braces have been field tested by a BOC certified Orthotist. Our 
products have also been reviewed by SADMERC/PDAC to help ensure proper coding. Letters are 
available upon request.

Because we do all of our soft-goods “in house”. We can customize all of our products to meet any 
patients’ special needs or sizing. At No Additional Cost.

To place an order
Phone 888-858-4558
Fax 888-858-4559
Hours are 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)

Shipping
Orders received after 4:00 P.M. will ship the following day.
Custom orders will ship 24 to 48 hours after receipt of order.
All orders are shipped UPS ground unless next day, second day, or third day delivery are specified.

Warranty:

100% Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed
We offer immediate replacement of defective products. We never charge a restocking fee. If you are 
not happy with the product you ordered, we do not charge you to return Our Products to Our 
Inventory.

Terms of Warranty:
(1) year against manufacture defects for softgoods.
(5) years against manufacture defects for hardware, and or plastic.
(5) years against manufacture defects for Ranger Hinge.

Product fitting DVD available upon request
No Minimum Order Required.
Free ground shipping for orders of 10 or more products shipped to one address.
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Independent Brace, Inc.

Phone: 888-858-4558 • Fax: 888-858-4559
www.independentbrace .com

BOUND PRINTED MATTER


